
SHORE CASE STUDY

ICE AESTHETIC

Thanks to SHORE, ICE AESTHETIC has already been able to reduce its cancelation rate by 10%. 
Due to the high-quality service, customer satisfaction has improved by 100% and appointment 
administration was simplified one hundred-fold. 



“I love that SHORE comes as a complete service 
package and features outstanding customer 
support.”
Haluk Eryilmaz, Head of Marketing and Sales
ICE AESTHETIC, Berlin

ABOUT ICE AESTHETIC

ICE AESTHETIC is the premium provider of cryolipolysis in Berlin 
and Brandenburg. Due to its quality and experience – the com-
pany carries out over 600 treatments per year – ICE AESTHETIC 
is one of the leading providers of cryolipolysis. So far, there are 
two branch clinics in Germany and another in Barcelona that 
carry out the cryolipolysis treatment developed at Harvard Uni-
versity. Cryolipolysis is a fat reduction method with no sport 
involved.

Professionals who do not have time to work out find the treat-
ment very beneficial. With long opening hours, excellent cus-
tomer service and a time saving treatment, ICE AESTHETIC 
provides an all-round, care-free package that has their clients 
feeling great while also providing the perfect result for their 
body.

Haluk has been working as Head of Sales and Marketing at 
ICE AESTHETIC for a year. For him, customer satisfaction and 
corporate control are of the utmost importance. Haluk is also 

responsible for corporate company sales and SHORE training 
sessions within the company.
Currently, the company is focusing on expanding inside the 
DACH region as well as internationally within Spain and Tur-
key. The range of offers will also be further developed with new 
techniques.
Furthermore, ICE AESTHETIC has exclusive selling rights within 
the DACH region for medically approved cryolipolysis devices.

Name ICE AESTHETIC

Industry Health

Product Shore CRM, Online Booking, Network

Country Germany

Town Berlin

Company size 7 members of staff

SHORE Customer 
Reference ICE AESTHETIC 2016



THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

When Haluk joined the company, he noticed that the client da-
tabase was not treated very well. Data was entered into a sim-
ple Excel sheet, which was badly organized and made it difficult 
to gain insights on each individual client. 
Furthermore, the data had to be entered manually, which 
wasn’t just time-consuming but also difficult for the staff. This 
meant that the data sheets were likely to contain errors. An 
inadvertent slip into another line could distort the data of two 
clients. 
It was also difficult to keep track of a client’s previous appoint-

ments, and notes for members of staff such as a client’s medi-
cal information were listed in one table for all clients. 
The situation was aggravated as clients had to be manually 
reminded of their appointments; “We has to chase everyone 
up by sending emails, making telephone calls and then simply 
hoping they would turn up to the appointment.”
These difficulties did nothing to help ICE AESTHETIC achieve its 
high aims corncerning customer service.

Impractical client database

Erroneous client data

Lack of appointment overview 

No automatic appointment reminders

In his previous company, Haluk had introduced the SHORE 
CRM software and benefited from its advantages. So he set 
about implementing the same system at ICE AESTHETIC. ICE 
AESTHETIC now benefits from the client database (SHORE 
CRM), the digital appointment calendar (SHORE Online Book-
ing) and the partner network SHORE Network. 
Thanks to the client database, all client master data can now 
finally be collected and viewed clearly in a standardized form. 
The data isn’t just accessible in the branches, but can also be 
referred to via the SHORE Business App when staff are out and 
about. Via the app, staff can immediately call or message the 
client. 
Furthermore, appointments can be administered and edited 
on the go via the SHORE Business App. “With the app, all mem-
bers of staff can view their appointment schedule in the morn-
ing and plan their day in advance.” Thanks to the shift-working 
schedule, appointments can be entered directly in the time 

slots allocated by members of staff. This saves time that would 
previously have been taken up with discussions and looking for 
free appointments. 
Haluk’s work in the Controlling Department is greatly simplified 
thanks to SHORE statistics. SHORE can provide him with per-
tinent data about the appointment booking rate, treatments 
booked, the number of after-care and goodwill appointments 
booked and the various services per client. 
“What’s particularly positive it that SHORE is constantly devel-
oping. I’ve noticed that the product is always being improved 
and includes more functions that can help and support us pro-
mote our business.”
By implementing SHORE at ICE AESTHETIC, Haluk hasn’t just 
leveled out the work of the Controlling Department in all 
branches; he has also helped the company to transfer its high 
quality requirements onto customer services and the corpo-
rate structure. 

Appointments can be administered via the SHORE 
Business App

Clients can be categorized in SHORE CRM

Constant new product features from SHORE 

Personalized appointment confirmations
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http://www.shore.com/de/products/shore-crm
http://www.shore.com/de/products/shore-crm
http://www.shore.com/de/products/shore-online-booking
http://www.shore.com/de/products/shore-online-booking
http://www.shore.com/de/products/shore-network
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.termine24.merchant&hl=de
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.termine24.merchant&hl=de


REQUEST A DEMO

“SHORE makes work in the Controlling Department easier as I can check 
the success of ICE AESTHETIC in all branches simultaneously.”

THE RESULT

increase in customer service 
and satisfaction.

reduction in cancelations.simplification of appointment 
administration.

100% 100%  10%
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http://www.shore.com/de/demo-request?__hssc=10434922.1.1450790680907&__hstc=10434922.dc0ed390cf0a7b3728e1c75802d5af18.1450345158072.1450776002627.1450790680907.9&hsCtaTracking=5bc7be73-98e3-4b13-8a31-486db0bf75aa%7C3f93bcc2-f1a3-462f-a7d3-7e5579318697

